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Individuals utilizing this facility do so at their own risk.
ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY. Verbal and/or physical abuse will not be tolerated and will be punished.
$200 deposit to save a team spot, 50% of the team/player fee before the first game, balance pending before the second
game. If a team has not paid in full by the 2nd game there will be a late charge of $85.00 to be able to play. If the
team/player fees are not paid in full by the 3rd game (including late fee), the team will not be allowed to play and will be
removed from the schedule immediately.
Team Forfeit Referee fee Deposit: $30.00 (Will be returned at the end of the season if it was not used. It is responsibility of
the team to request for it within 30 days after the season is over. After that time it will be considered a gift to help improve
the facility.)
Team Roster must be filled out completely before the start of each league and turned in before the first game.
The team manager, coach or team representative is responsible for the conduct of all players, and the players shall be
responsible for the conduct of all the team’s spectators.
Team managers are responsible to ensure that all players have registered with MSC’s management and are listed on the
team’s roster.
If a player is not rostered and/or did not pay the guest player fee of $15.00 PRIOR to the game, the game will result in a forfeit
and the team will be fined $50.00 payable prior to the next game for the team to be eligible to play.
Switching players after the first game is permitted during the regular season and the cost is $20. Not allowed for playoffs.
Adding players is permitted during the 8 game season for a fee. Not allowed for playoffs.
Individual players playing in more than one division will obtain a $10 reimbursement in each additional division they play
on. The reimbursement will be offered on the third game of the active season and only on the third game of the season
after the full team payment has been received. It will be offered only to the individual player that qualifies for that
reimbursement. If for whatever reason a team wants to switch a player that qualified and has received a reimbursement,
the $10 reimbursement will need to be added to the switch fee $20 for a total of $30 for the switch.
Maximum goal differential in a game is 8 goals.
Teams that forfeited are responsible for both teams referee fees and will have to pay those fees before their next game to
be eligible to play. Score will be 0-8. To avoid a forfeit fee MSC will need to receive in writing the cancellation 48hrs before
the game.
Any player or coach receiving a red card must immediately leave the facility and will be suspended per games and weeks on
all divisions/events.
Anyone fighting or attempting to fight at MSC will be subject to termination in all the events/divisions, receive a fine, and
may face civil and/or criminal charges.
Guest player $15. Not allowed for playoffs. If a Guest player receives a Red Card and is fined, the team will be responsible
for that fine and will need to pay it prior to their next game for them to be able to play.
There are only 2 people/coaches allowed on the bench with the rostered players.
NO CLEATS, NO GUM, NO OUTSIDE FOOD OR DRINKS, NO GLASS CONTAINERS, NO SUNFLOWER SEEDS, NO PETS ARE
ALLOWED AT MSC.
Games start on the hour.
A team must have a minimum of 5 players on the field to be able to start.
Each team needs to provide a playable ball. If they don’t have one they can rent it from the Office for $5.00 plus ID.
No Sliding, No off-sides.
Additional time is allowed for a penalty kick to be taken at the end of each half or at the end of periods of extra time.
Stoppage of time is made for removal of injured players from the field of play for treatment, the game ball was kicked over
the fence intentionally from a player by the winning team at the time, removal from an ejected player (red card) or fan from
the winning team at the time.
Headers or Scissor kicks in which they don’t land on their feet, are allowed as long as they are not considered a dangerous
play for the opponent.
No smoking, chewing tobacco, permitted on the field.
We reserve the right to refuse play and or service to anyone.

AT MSC WE ONLY WANT PLAYERS THAT PLAY IN GOOD FAITH AND ARE RESPECTFUL TO OTHERS.
PLEASE HELP KEEP MSC CLEAN BY PICKING UP AFTER YOURSELVES.
THANK YOU ALL VERY MUCH FOR SUPPORTING MSC.

